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who have to play them. Small boys must be put into
small groups, otherwise1 many of them get no share of the
game and stand still getting bored while they watch the
few who do play running round such big circles that they
are tired before half-way round and hate the whole thing.
The little boys may want the help of a master. The bigger
ones should certainly learn to play properly and to keep
the rules by themselves, without any supervision at all.
For a quick play-for-all period, divide the playground
into the right number of spaces for your groups of boys
and on each space mark out a game. Select one of every
kind of game, running, walking, jumping, quick-thinking,
round, square, ball games, games in lines, and so on, so that
there may be no monotony, and then put them in such an
order on your playground that the running games alternate
with stationary or slow-moving games and boys will not
get hot for half the period and cold for the rest. You
may want two sets of games ; one for bigger and one for
smaller boys. When you blow the whistle for the games
period every boy knows on which space his first game is
to be, and he will run straight to it and start playing.
When the five minutes' whistle blows every group moves
on one space and starts the game marked out there. In
half an hour every child has played half a dozen good
games.
Every game must have a name so that boys can be told,
if necessary, which game to play. Every few weeks one
or more of the games must be changed, but some are so
popular that they never need changing. Long jump and
high jump should be practised regularly. They are very
good for teaching co-ordination of brain, eye and body,
they encourage sprinting and develop many muscles, and
if all the schools practise them, in a short time the very

